Enhanced delivery of naked DNA to the skin by non-invasive in vivo electroporation.
DNA delivery to skin may be useful for the treatment of skin diseases, DNA vaccinations, and other gene therapy applications requiring local or systemic distribution of a transgene product. However, the effective, consistent and patient-friendly transfection of skin cells remains a challenge. In a mouse model, we evaluated the effectiveness of intradermal injection of plasmid DNA followed by noninvasive in vivo electroporation (EP) as a method to improve transfection in skin. We achieved a several hundred-fold stimulation of gene expression by EP, sufficient to produce clinically relevant amounts of transgene product. We studied the effect of DNA dose and time after treatment as well as various EP pulse parameters on the efficiency of gene expression. EP under conditions of constant charge transfer revealed that the applied voltage was the main determinant for transgene expression efficiency while other pulse parameters had lesser effects. Patient-friendly, noninvasive meander electrodes which we designed for clinical applications proved equally effective and safe as plate electrodes. We also showed for the first time that noninvasive EP is effective in stimulating transfection and gene expression in human skin, particularly in the epidermis. Our findings demonstrate the applicability of EP-enhanced DNA delivery to skin for gene therapy, DNA immunization and other areas.